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Selective exposure has long been a concern of HCI researchers as it can lead to ideological polarization and

distrust in society. E�orts have tried to reduce selective exposure online by serving diversi�ed news content,

but their e�ectiveness has been limited by users’ lack of motivation to engage with the diverse content

o�ered. To address this, we design the NewsGuesser system, which leverages the insight that curiosity can

prompt motivation and engagement, by asking readers to guess the source of their news. In interviews with

40 participants, balanced for partisan a�liation, we use NewsGuesser as a probe tool to explore how guessing

a�ects their perceptions of selective exposure. Participants struggled with the guessing game, which revealed a

misalignment between users’ expectations of di�erent news sources and reality. Faced with the visualizations

of the (often inaccurate) guessing results, participants were able to re�ect on their own biases and selective

exposure. In a number of cases, the guessing process changed participants’ impressions of news organizations

and some expressed an interest in engaging with more diverse news sources. While many also found the

guessing game frustrating, the system and interview results suggest a number of new directions for designing

social media and news media platforms.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Online news platforms have provided a rich and diverse source of information to society. However,
they have also facilitated selective exposure to information — a tendency to favor information that
supports pre-existing views [23, 32]. Individuals tend to click on ideologically consistent content
more than cross-cutting content on their news feeds [4]. Such a phenomenon can potentially lead
to ideological polarization, and consequently, damage the diversity of perspectives [4, 75]. There
have been long standing concerns about �lter bubbles and echo chambers, for example, that in the
case of political news consumption, readers might never see contrasting viewpoints, strengthening
their existing perspectives and biases [58].
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Although a number of e�orts have made diverse content more readily available, such as Ground
News and AllSides1, readers can still lack the motivation and willingness to engage with diverse
content. Readers’ choice and preference play a vital role in addressing this issue. Readers tend to
select news from the sources that they are familiar with [4, 26] and from like-minded partisan
sources [4, 21, 26, 75]. News consumers also engaged more deeply with the news content aligned
with their own leaning2 where they spent substantially longer time on these news than their visits
to other news sources [26]. Recognizing these challenges, researchers have made a number of
attempts to reduce selective exposure, using strategies like visualizing comparisons and providing
additional metadata [17, 24, 28, 46, 59], pushing opposing content [18, 25, 55], and encouraging
engagement with di�erent points of view [38, 39, 79]. These approaches have had some success,
but still face challenges around users’ motivation to deeply engage with news they disagree with.

To address this, systems need to go beyond availability and increase readers’ motivation to engage
with cross-cutting content. In this work, we increase readers’ intrinsic motivation, by encouraging
their curiosity. Curiosity has been shown to prompt internal motivation and engagement [6, 7,
35, 43, 48] and has been used speci�cally in learning contexts to to motivate learners to engage
with materials [6]. In this project, we attempt to improve readers’ motivation and willingness to
engage with cross-cutting content by triggering their curiosity using a guessing game. Having
students make predictions (and engage in guessing) has been studied extensively in cognitive
psychology [12, 50]. Making predictions and guessing has been found to enhance motivation and
promote learning [19, 22, 53, 72], especially when learners �nd the answer surprising [11, 12, 33].

Drawing on this, we developed and evaluated a novel application, NewsGuesser, that gami�es the
process of reading news. NewsGuesser asks readers to guess the leaning of the news source after
reading a news article (Figure 1). Our aim is to trigger readers’ curiosity while reading news and
motivate them to engage with diverse content – and when they are surprised by the true leaning of
news sources, to help them re�ect and learn about media bias and selective exposure. NewsGuesser
selects nine news articles each day. Following prior work [4], we focused on hard news. Articles
were selected to be popular, distinct from each other, drawn from well known media organizations,
and to span the political spectrum (equally sampled from left, center, and right leaning sources).
NewsGuesser asks readers to guess the source leaning on a �ve-point scale, from far left to far
right, and provides immediate feedback. The tool also presents a summary of readers’ guessing
accuracy when the game ends, drawing on visualization-based approaches to raise awareness of
media bias [54]. NewsGuesser’s visualizations showed three main types of information: accuracy,
guess leaning, and time spent, to help users re�ect on how they focused their attention, what their
expectations were, as well as whether their assumptions may have been incorrect.
Using NewsGuesser as a probe tool, we conducted an interview study with 40 participants to

explore readers’ experiences with the guessing process, re�ective visualizations, and selective
exposure. The interview is designed to prompt Schön’s re�ection-in-action [71], a way of surfacing
and criticizing tacit knowledge, including the in�uence of situational backtalk, i.e., any surprising
results in the guessing game. Our qualitative analysis addressed the following research questions:
RQ1: How does guessing and re�ecting with NewsGuesser in�uence readers’ perceptions of their
personal biases in news reading?
RQ2: How does guessing and re�ecting with NewsGuesser in�uence readers’ willingness to engage
with diverse content?

1https://ground.news/ and https://www.allsides.com/
2“Leaning” is de�ned as the estimate of an individual’s (or news outlet’s) political ideological alignment with either a

conservative or a liberal audience [66].
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Fig. 1. NewsGuesser Guessing Game. NewsGuesser shows an article with the source omi�ed (le�), the guess-

ing game on a five point scale (center), and immediate feedback on the source’s actual partisan lean (right).

Participants found the guessing game hard and guessed less than a third of source leanings
correctly on average. Participants used their understanding of news biases to guess the sources, but
their inaccurate results showed a misalignment between users’ expectations of news bias versus
reality. In many cases, participants were surprised by how neutral and fact-based the news articles
from cross-cutting sources were. Participants commented that the guessing process helped them
re�ect on their impressions of some news sources and expressed an openness to engaging with
more diverse – or even opposing – sources. While this is a one-shot study that does not measure the
durability of this e�ect or changes in behavior, it suggests that surprise may be a useful mechanism
for reducing selective exposure. We discuss further design implications of using curiosity and
surprise to help readers engage with diverse news and reduce selective exposure.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Selective exposure on news sources

While people have access to diverse information online, this does not guarantee they will hold
diverse views [32]. Existing research has found that users have selective exposure to information,
where individuals prefer to expose themselves to information that reinforces their existing attitudes
and interests [23]. As personalized web recommendation algorithms try to engage users online, the
information that users read only agrees with their views and is separate from the opposite [58].
This process can gradually narrow the sources from that people gather information and might lead
to increasing ideological polarization [4, 32].
When users selectively pick news to read, news content organizations become one selection

standard. The news sources that users selected to read inevitably re�ect their leaning and selective
exposure [4, 41, 42]. Lahoti et al. used user preferences and their news consumption to jointly
estimate the users and news domain leaning on Twitter [42]. Prior studies also found evidence that
online news consumers have partisan selectivity in news sources and pursue like-minded partisan
sources for political information [26]. In addition, users engaged more deeply with news content
from the same partisan leaning and their behavior shows polarized browsing patterns [26, 61].

One fundamental explanation of selective exposure is the cognitive dissonance theory. To reduce
discomfort with holding con�icting beliefs, people are motivated to expose themselves to belief
consistent information while rejecting inconsistent information, explaining away or avoiding new
information. A big challenge here is how to raise users’ motivation to engage with diverse content,
especially from the opposite sources.
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2.2 Systems that nudge readers to engage with diverse content

Many researchers have developed applications to raise readers’ awareness of the �lter bubble
and nudge readers to engage with diverse content, using strategies like visualizing comparisons
and providing additional metadata [17, 24, 28, 46, 59], pushing opposing content [18, 25, 55], and
encouraging engagement with di�erent points of view [38, 39, 79].
Researchers have developed applications that nudge people towards more diverse perspectives

by presenting holistic views of information, often using visualization. For example, NewsCube
highlighted di�erent viewpoints [59] and Balancer tracked users’ reading activities and showed
their reading behavior and biases to increase awareness [54]. Others provided metadata to help users
make sense of opposing viewpoints. Gao et al. developed an interface that annotates posts with
others’ reactions, which was able to motivate users to explore both sides of an issue [24]. Opinion
Space automatically highlighted the comments found most insightful by users from a range of
perspectives [17], Social Mirror showed users information about their Twitter network to mitigate
political echo chambers [28], and Liao et al. found that that position indicators on controversial
topics can encourage users to seek common ground [46]. Some have gone beyond nudging to
push opposing viewpoints. For example, Spkr, a smart home device, unpredictably “pushed” socio-
political discussion topics, with a purposefully assorted range of viewpoints, into users’ homes [18].
It presented a novel means of engaging those who would not often be involved (i.e., other household
members) in political discussions. Other researchers have developed recommender systems to
expose opposing points of view [25] or to prioritize challenging news items [55].

A number of projects in the past sought to encourage activity by users to improve their openness
to alternative points of view. For example, Kriplean et al. encouraged listening and perspective
taking by enabling readers to restate key points made by others [40]. A similar approach encouraged
users to articulate pros and cons of their policy positions, to guide re�ections on tradeo�s and
better understand opposing points of view [38]. However, these approaches focused on reducing
skimming or misrepresenting opposing sides, rather than increasing motivation and engagement.
More recently, Wang et al. used similar strategies of annotation and discussion, along with recom-
mendations, but added moral framing to make cross-cutting content more appealing to users [79].
Finally, recent work has explored the possibility of inoculation as a strategy – that is, making users
aware of the risk of echo chambers (and how they make be constructed) can help prevent them
from falling victim in the future. This e�ort took a gami�ed approach, where users actually attempt
to create an echo chamber in a game [34]. In our work, we also use gami�cation, but with an aim
of increasing internal motivation to engage with opposing content.
Most existing systems attract readers to diverse information by presenting information in a

holistic way, however, readers might still lack motivation to even engage with the information
from an opposing view. To trigger this intrinsic motivation, we leverage curiosity. And while some
of this prior work has prompted users’ curiosity to encourage exploration [24], in this work we
direct users’ curiosity towards media bias and selective exposure itself.

2.3 Curiosity, Guessing, and Surprise

Curiosity arises due to a gap between what one knows and what one wants to know [48] and
can promote user engagement, feelings of excitement and even self-awareness while interacting
with new information [7, 35, 43, 48, 49]. Existing research has examined curiosity as an intrinsic
motivational driver to incentivize crowd workers to �nish tasks [43]. Our system creates an
information gap by removing the news sources from articles and inviting readers to guess. We
hypothesized that this guessing process can trigger readers’ curiosity and motivate them to pay
attention to diverse content.
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Fig. 2. An overview of NewsGuesser’s workflow. (1) For each news event, the system collects articles from

each political leaning (le�, center, and right), which are saved to a server. (2) The NewsGuesser interface

displays these news articles to users as part of the guessing game. (3) Users are then are shown visualizations

of their performance.

Guessing is bene�cial because it can spark interest, evoke curiosity which enhances motivation,
and boost learning [12, 33, 37]. When people make a prediction, it requires accessing prior knowl-
edge and connecting to the new information. This retrieval and re�ection process can not only
promote learning but also stimulate curiosity when seeking the right answer.

When people guess the answer and nearly all answers are incorrect, the error can spark consider-
able interest in seeking information [12, 22, 53]. Previous research explained that when people found
that their expectations were violated in the guessing or they cannot explain the results, people are
willing to make greater e�orts to �gure out the explanations and recall prior knowledge, especially
for the errors with high con�dence [22, 50]. In the context of news reading, we hypothesized that
asking people to guess the sources of the news can potentially trigger their willingness to explain
their results and curiosity about the actual partisan leaning of each news source. When users make
errors with high con�dence, it may further motivate them to search for explanations and further
re�ect on their previous news selection behaviors. These cognitive processes may help readers be
more open to learning and reduce selective exposure.

3 NEWSGUESSER: A SYSTEM TO ENGAGEWITH DIVERSE NEWS

The purpose of the NewsGuesser system is to trigger the reader’s curiosity, by having them
guess the partisan lean of the news source (Figure 1). The user reads a series of news articles,
where information about the news organization that published the article has been removed. After
reading each article, the user guesses the political leaning of the news source. After each guess,
the system displays the correct answer with the real news organizations that published the news.
When the user is �nished reading, NewsGuesser provides a series of visualizations that show
information like accuracy, partisan lean, and time spent reading each of the articles. Figure 2 gives
an overview of NewsGuesser’s overall system design, which includes an automated pipeline for
selecting news articles (Sec. 3.2), a guessing interface for users (Sec. 3.3), and visualizations of the
users’ performance (Sec. 3.4).

3.1 Design Goals

Drawing on prior work, we identi�ed three primary design goals for the NewsGuesser system: 1)
providing news comparisons, 2) triggering curiosity through guessing, and 3) reducing cognitive
biases through visualization and re�ection.

3.1.1 Provide news comparisons. To reduce selective exposure, where users consume information
aligned with their own predispositions, we must provide diverse or unaligned news. However,
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NewsGuesser not only shows unaligned news, it provides a comparison across news organiza-
tion leaning. Prior work has shown that working through a comparison of di�erent cases that
share common underlying principles can be illuminating and promote learning [27]. In this case,
comparing di�erent news on the same events can prompt users to seek clues about di�erent stances.

3.1.2 Trigger curiosity. Simply presenting di�erent views side-by-side will not help users who have
selective exposure, as they are still more likely to seek attitude-consistent information [45]. However,
a reader’s involvement in the topic is a critical moderator for the information-seeking process [62],
and users reading about high-involvement topics extensively seek information, achieving relatively
balanced exposure [45]. Based on its performance in prior work, we sought to increase engagement
and trigger curiosity using a guessing game [22]. Initial designs explored the possibility of guessing
other aspects of news articles: titles, authors, images, or captions. For example, prior work has
shown that images accompanying news text can play an in�uential role in how people understand
that content [64]. So initial designs considered the possibility of asking users to guess which image
accompanied which news article. Our initial explorations suggested that news organizations were
both mostly closely related to media bias and at a level of granularity that could be recognized and
successfully guessed.

3.1.3 Reduce cognitive biases. An important factor in selective exposure is con�rmation bias,
where users prefer attitude-consistent information [36]. A similar e�ect of con�rmation bias might
also occur in users’ recollection of their guessing performance. Thus we include a �nal stage to
review and re�ect on the guessing results, with the goal of focusing users’ attention on all results,
not only the ones that align with their existing beliefs. There are a number of strategies used in
debiasing training that can reduce the e�ect of con�rmation bias, including decision trees, practice
identifying a selection of evidence, and careful testing of alternative hypotheses. These strategies
are intensive, so we adopt a lighter-weight strategy: providing visualizations. Prior work has shown
that visualization can reduce cognitive biases, such as anchoring and con�rmation bias [69].

3.2 Selecting news articles

The news articles are selected to be recent (updated daily), popular (covered by a large number
of organizations), spanning the political spectrum (equally sampled from left, center, and right
leaning sources), and maximize the di�erence in article content. All news is collected from Ground
News, an independent news aggregator designed to help readers compare news sources.

3.2.1 Selecting News Events. To maintain consistency, we choose three news topics. Every user sees
stories for the same three topics: technology3, politics, and COVID-19. While the news is selected
daily, using the same topics o�ered a control for the kind of content read across users. These
topics were selected to be frequently covered, with the largest number of news articles published
during a three-month period prior to the study launch. For example, during this period, we found
Politics had approximately 40,000 articles, while Education (not selected) had approximately 3,000.
Following prior work [4], we focused on hard rather than soft content, although soft content topics
(e.g., Arts & Entertainment, Lifestyle) were generally less common topics (with the exception of
Sports, which was 4th). Selecting three categories allowed NewsGuesser to cover a breadth of topics
while balancing reader fatigue. While many consumers are most interested in local news [13, 76],
ensuring comparable content across readers meant we could not personalize with local news.

Each day, we collected all of the news events published within these three topics. For example, an
event in the technology topic might be the European Union approving regulations restricting online

3This is o�cially “Science & Tech” but is largely technology content, with over two thirds of the articles technology-focused.

For brevity, we refer to it as the technology category.
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ad targeting. We selected the event that was: 1) covered by the most news sources and 2) covered
by at least three left-leaning, three center-leaning, and three right-leaning news sources. News was
selected daily, because most people report active news consumption: two-thirds of adults look at
news several times a day or more [67]. And this is not just scanning headlines: 70% report closely
reading the details of a story at least once a day [67]. Selecting news stories daily both matched
typical news reading behaviors and minimized the likelihood that users would have previously
encountered the selected articles.

3.2.2 Selecting News Articles. For each of the three news events of the day, NewsGuesser selects
three news articles: one news story from a left-leaning, one from a center-leaning, and one from a
right-leaning news organization. While NewsGuesser selects articles with distinct partisan lean,
users are not informed of the process, to avoid in�uencing their guessing strategies.

To increase the likelihood of users recognizing the news organizations after their guess, we select
news stories frommore well-known news organizations. There are thousands of news organizations
in the United States alone, one recent estimate places the number around 3000 [44]. News sites
are ranked according to how frequently they are visited, measured using Alexa4. For each event,
NewsGuesser considers the �ve most highly ranked (i.e., most visited as measured by Alexa) news
sources for each partisan lean. This produces a set of 15 candidate articles for each news event.

To help users compare signals of leaning more directly, NewsGuesser shows three news stories
about the same event, one from each partisan leaning. There is a risk, however, that users will become
bored reading similar content three times. This is particularly true as many news organizations
draw content from wire services (e.g., the Associated Press), which “provide the basic news diet of
most newspapers and broadcast stations” [14]. To avoid this, NewsGuesser maximizes the di�erence
in article content. To do so, it computes the cosine similarity between news articles. We calculate
the similarity for all possible left/center/right triplets. The trio of news articles that maximize the
di�erence are selected, with the goal of giving users the most diverse information possible on a
given topic. To calculate cosine similarity between each pair, we convert the news content into a
matrix of tf–idf features with the length as the total number of unique words in this pair of news
and then calculate the similarity as the normalized dot product of them. After NewsGuesser selects
the nine news stories, a researcher reviews each and manually removes any content that explicitly
mentions the news organization.

3.2.3 Identifying News Organizations’ Political Leaning. Political leaning is identi�ed on a per-news
organization basis, as in prior work [16, 30]. Prior work has shown that while the news industry
as a whole does not appear to be biased, speci�c newspapers can show substantial bias, both to
the left (e.g., Great Falls Tribune) and right (e.g., Indianapolis Star) [16]. For NewsGuesser, the
political leaning is drawn from Ground News. We used Ground News ratings to label each news
organization’s partisan lean since their ratings are based on a collection of third-party independent
organizations dedicated to monitoring and rating news publishers along the political spectrum.
Those independent organizations includeMedia Bias Fact Check, AllSides, and Ad FontesMedia [56].

Each news source is assigned a single, �xed political leaning label. For example, Ground News
labels CNN as left-leaning, the Associated Press as center, and Fox News as right leaning. While
this may mask variations due to individual journalists or editors, prior work has found that these
leaning labels are generally consistent with the organizations’ published stories [57].
Finally, media bias is typically composed of three main issues: selection bias (which stories are

covered), coverage bias (how much attention stories get), and statement or presentation bias (the

4https://www.alexa.com/ Alexa has since been discontinued, but was operational at the time of our study. Alexa was a

popular metric for web tra�c, reach, and popularity used for research and competitive analysis.
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content of the story itself)5. NewsGuesser focuses only on presentation bias, which has been the
focus of the vast majority of the media bias literature [30], asking users to re�ect on the di�erences
between how three stories are presented from di�erent partisan leaning organizations. Future tools
might explore ways to highlight or visualize di�erences in selection and coverage bias as well.

3.3 Guessing interface

Users read nine news articles (Figure 1a). After each news article, we invite readers to guess the
political leaning of the news source (Figure 1b). We provide �ve selections: far left, left, center,
right, far right. After users submit their guess, NewsGuesser shows how far their guess was from
the correct answer, and the correct news organizations with their front page (Figure 1c).

Prior work has suggested that people decide which source to read based on political leaning [4].
One way to reduce this selective exposure is by removing the source. We go further by having
users guess the source, to increase engagement and learning about media bias. Other guessing
attributes are possible (e.g., guessing the headline, guessing the accompanying photo, etc.), but
source leaning is the most closely related to our e�ort to reduce selective exposure.

The structure of the guessing game was partially inspired by GeoGuessr, a popular online game
which places the player in a random location of Google Street View. The player then guesses where
in the world they are. Similarly, the user of NewsGuesser tries to identify the partisan landscape of
their reading. As researchers have noted, this process can be disorienting: “The game quickly turns

out to be much harder than it looks” [20], particularly in trying to decide what to pay attention to or
“parse the relevant details from the irrelevant ones” [20]. While Geoguessr also includes substantial
competitive elements (e.g., points are exponential), NewsGuesser takes a more re�ective approach.
While users are given immediate feedback about their accuracy after each guess, the summary
visualizations at the end are geared more towards re�ection than optimizing performance.

3.4 Visualizations

The visualizations present a number of di�erent views, which aim to help a user re�ect on their
expectations, biases, and potential selective exposure as they read news (Figure 3). As in prior
work [54], our tool provides the visualization as a �nal stage. Studies on this prior work showed
that visualizing feedback to news readers led to a modest move toward balanced exposure. Our
tool used the same visualization stimuli to help people re�ect on their guessing results. These
visualizations aimed to show three main types of information: accuracy, guess leaning, and time
spent. We prioritized these types of information because they would help a user re�ect on how they
focused their attention, what their expectations were, as well as whether their assumptions may
have been incorrect. As discussed in Section 3.3, we aimed to prioritize re�ection over competition,
so we did not show comparative performance.

3.4.1 Overall Accuracy. The �rst visualization display’s the overall accuracy of the guessing – the
percentage of correct and incorrect guesses in a pie chart. This visualization was developed after
initial pilot tests found that users wanted an overall summary of their performance at the guessing
game.

3.4.2 Overall Leaning. The second visualization presents a seesaw visual, indicating the direction
in which users’ guesses were most often wrong. If a user’s guesses were equally likely to be too far
left and right, the seesaw is depicted as balanced. This visualization was designed to give readers a
quick visual summary of which way their guesses leaned.

5There are also a number of more narrowly de�ned biases that contribute to these (e.g., concision bias, mainstream bias,

incumbency bias, etc.)
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3.4.3 Detailed Leaning. The third visualization provided a more detailed view of which way the
participant leaned on their guesses. A histogram displayed how many times a guess was correct,
o� by one (lean left, lean right), or o� by two or more (far left, far right).

Fig. 3. Visualizations interface. Five visualizations cap-

ture various aspects of guessing performance: (a) guess-

ing accuracy, (b) seesaw representation of overall lean-

ing, (c) detailed leaning, (d) time spent on articles

grouped by partisan lean, (e) accuracy of guesses for

each article by topic

3.4.4 Time Spent. The fourth visualization
showed how long the participant spent read-
ing the articles from the left, center, and right
leaning organizations. Pilot tests also indicated
that users typically spent the most time reading
the �rst article of each topic, so articles were
ordered so that readers saw a di�erent partisan
leaning (left, right, center) �rst for each of the
three topics. If users were more engaged in arti-
cles from left or right leaning sources (i.e., they
spent more time reading those articles), they
could observe this in this visualization.

3.4.5 Accuracy of Individual Articles By Topic.

The last visualization grouped the articles by
topic, and again showed the each guess on the
range of possible partisan leanings along with
the ground truth (the partisan lean of the news
source according to Ground News). This al-
lowed users to directly compare their guesses
to the ground truth for each article within a
topic.

3.5 Implementation

The scripts to automate the collection of news
were developed in Python, leveraging exist-
ing packages including news-please (an open-
source Python library for news parsing [29])
and BeautifulSoup (a Python library for web
scraping [73]). The NewsGuesser interface was
developed using Node.js with Javascript. All
data (including news articles and logs of user
behavior) are stored in Google Firebase.6

4 METHOD

A qualitative interview study, using News-
Guesser as a probe tool, was used to investi-
gate our research questions. The interviews
asked participants to re�ect on their experi-
ences while guessing and reviewing the visual-
izations. This approach leverages Schön’s re�ection-in-action, through which people often “reveal a
capacity for re�ection on their intuitive knowing in the midst of action” [71]. Each interview took place
in a single, hour-long session (M = 58 min). Participants were paid $15/hour for their participation.

6Code and scripts: https://github.com/LusunHCI/�lterbubble.git
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All interviews were conducted online via Zoom. Interviews were conducted over two weeks in
March–April 2022. In addition, a short demographics survey is hosted on Qualtrics but embedded
within the NewsGuesser interface, accessed after the visualizations. The protocol was reviewed by
our institutional IRB.

4.1 Participants

Participants were recruited through an online recruitment system, Proli�c, and balanced for political
leaning. Proli�c provides �ve political spectrum options: Conservative, Moderate, Liberal, Other,
N/A. We combine Other and N/A and treat this group as Independent. Ten participants are recruited
from each group. We also report relevant background information on our participants.

4.1.1 Demographics. Participants roughly match the US demographics in most aspects: age (M=44,
range = 22–76), gender (45% men, 55% women, 0% nonbinary), and household income (Median =
$50,000 to $74,999). But participants aremoreWhite (82%) and educated (68% have a Bachelors degree
or more) than would be representative. Full demographic details are included in the supplementary
materials.

4.1.2 News reading habits. Among 40 participants, 34 reported that they read news daily, 4 weekly,
and 2 monthly. Around 67% of Americans consume news daily [67], suggesting that our partici-
pants (85% consume news daily) may skew towards heavy news consumers. Participants reported
reading news from diverse news organizations. Seven reported that they read news through news
aggregators (e.g., Apple News, Google News, Twitter news feed, etc.), 12 reported that they read
news from individual sources (e.g., Fox News, CNN, BBC), and 21 participants used both.

4.2 Study Procedure

The study, using NewsGuesser as a probe tool, consists of three primary phases: 1) the guessing
game itself, 2) re�ection on the performance visualizations, and 3) closing questions. The full
protocol is included in the supplementary materials.

4.2.1 Guessing Game. Participants began by starting the NewsGuesser system. After reviewing
the consent form, participants read nine news articles selected using the criteria described in
Section 3.2.2. Participants are required to read each news article for at least two minutes. After
each article, the participant guesses the partisan leaning of the news organization that published it.
The participant is shown the accuracy of their guess (Figure 1).

Every three articles, the interviewer asks a series of questions about the guessing experience.
This is designed to minimize interruptions, while still observing any learning e�ects or changes to
the users’ experience over the course of the guessing game. These questions included how the user
planned to guess, what aspects of the article they paid attention to in making their guess, and how
they reacted to the correct answer. For example,What are you going to guess?, How did you make

your guess? , How do you feel after seeing the result? and Does this change your impression of [the news

source]? The questions are designed to prompt re�ection-in-action [71], a way of surfacing and
criticizing tacit knowledge. A key insight is the way that a situation’s back-talk may lead people
beyond their initial perceptions: appreciating new aspects or reframing their perspective entirely.
In this case, we use both the NewsGuesser system and interview questions to highlight back-talk
of inaccurate guesses and prompt this kind of re�ection.

4.2.2 Reflecting on Visualizations. Next participants view the visualizations of their guessing
behavior and performance. These visualizations are detailed in Section 3.4. Questions aimed to
help participants re�ect on speci�c visualizations (e.g., What do you notice comparing the time you

spent on left, right, and center-leaning news?) as well as thinking more generally about their beliefs
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and experiences, such as:What are your takeaways or re�ections on these visualizations? and Did

the guessing process help you understand your impressions of any news sources? In alignment with
the goals of the visualization itself, which aimed to reduce the likelihood of con�rmation bias,
these questions similarly probed both accurate and inaccurate guesses and left- and right- leaning
articles, as well as understanding participants’ overall experiences.

4.2.3 Closing �estions. The closing questions asked participants to evaluate their experience
with the guessing game and tool, including Were there parts of guessing the source that you [en-

joyed/disliked]?, How did the experience of reading news with this tool di�er from how you consume

news in your daily life? and If you had access to this tool, would you use it to read news in the future?

This segment also asked more general questions about their political leaning, news consumption,
and perceptions of media bias and selective exposure. These included questions like How often do

you read or watch or listen to the news?, How do you feel about news sources that don’t align with

your own political leaning?, and How do you think people should choose the news to read? These
questions, which were often most directly related to our research questions, were left to the end
of the interview to avoid biasing participants’ experiences with or expectations of the tool. After
the closing questions, participants were invited to share any additional thoughts or suggestions.
Finally, participants completed a brief demographic survey.

4.3 NewsGuesser Instrumentation and Measures

In addition to the answers to interview questions, we also recorded a limited set of data from the
NewsGuesser interface itself. For each guess, we record: the accuracy, the leaning relative to the
source leaning for incorrect guesses (far right, right, left, far left), and the time spent reading the
article before guessing.
Over two weeks the studies were conducted, NewsGuesser selected 45 articles from 22 news

organizations. On average, each article was read by 10 participants (range = 4—14). The average
length of the articles shown to all participants is 658 words, and on average participants spend 3
minutes 37 seconds reading each article (range = 2:06–9:57).

4.4 Analysis

All interviews were recorded and transcribed. Three researchers conducted iterative coding on
the transcripts using Dovetail7. Two researchers �rst segmented the interviews guided by the two
research questions. This top-down approach resulted in sections focused on users’ reactions to the
guessing process, their re�ections on the visualizations, and their closing thoughts on selective
exposure [9]. From these sections of the interviews, three researchers shifted to an inductive,
semantic, thematic analysis [10]. The segment of analysis was a sentence; multiple codes could be
applied. Each researcher developed initial codes independently, and then through multiple iterations
along with periodic discussions, these codes were consolidated. From these initial codes, discussions
among all researchers identi�ed three themes, discussed in Sections 5.1.3, 5.2.1, and 5.2.2. A �nal
analysis sought to understand the user experience of NewsGuesser, with a particular focus on any
negative experiences of or recommendations for the tool. This again used an inductive approach,
albeit with a narrow focus, discussed in Section 5.3.
We also conducted a quantitative analysis of users’ log data from the guessing game. For each

guess, we calculated the distance between the partisan lean of the participants’ guess with the
ground truth, using a �ve point scale. If the lean is the same, we consider the guess correct. For
an incorrect guess, if the absolute distance between the guessed and true lean is less than 2, we
categorize the guessing result as lean left or lean right. For answers with an absolute distance larger

7https://dovetailapp.com/
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than 2, we categorize the answer as far left or far right. We report the number of guesses with each
leaning for participants in each of the four partisan a�liations (Conservative, Moderate, Liberal,
Independent). We also report overall accuracy, in the mean number of correct guesses.

5 RESULTS

NewsGuesser removed the news source and let readers guess the political leaning of every article
they read. The motivation was to trigger readers’ curiosity while reading news and motivate them
to deeply engage with cross-cutting content. We found that readers used their understanding of
news biases to guess the sources in this game. However, the guessing results showed a misalignment
between users’ expectations of di�erent news sources and reality. Faced with the visualizations of
the (often inaccurate) guessing results, participants were able to re�ect on their biases and selective
exposure. Some participants noted the guessing process helped them re�ect on their impressions
of some news sources and expressed an openness to engaging with more diverse sources. While
this is a one-shot study that does not measure the durability of this e�ect or changes in behavior, it
suggests that surprise may be a useful mechanism for reducing selective exposure. At the same
time, participants felt the guessing game was challenging, which led to frustration among some.

5.1 Guessing performance

5.1.1 Overall accuracy. The guessing game was very di�cult. Only two (out of 40) participants
guessed half of the source leanings correctly. And on average, participants had 2.4 correct guesses.
As they discussed their guessing strategy, most people (n = 24) found guessing challenging, with
experiences ranging from mild “it was de�nitely di�cult to try to guess” [P27] to frustrating “I didn’t
enjoy this because I got so much wrong” [P30], which we discuss further in Section 5.3.

5.1.2 Guessing skews. We additionally separate the participants into the four partisan a�liations
we use for balancing (Conservative, Moderate, Liberal, Independent) and investigate whether the
guessing leans in similar directions for all groups. We �nd that every group makes guesses that
are further left than the actual source leaning (Figure 4), though this e�ect was most extreme
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Conservative, Independent, Moderate participants.
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among Conservative participants. Two participants pointed out the culture of news leaning left.
One participant said that, “I guess left most of the time, because most of the positions on these people

in the news are liberal.” [P8]. It is possible that this was an unspoken assumption among other
participants and related to the overall left shifting of the guessing results.

5.1.3 Surprise a�er seeing guessing results. Most participants explicitly mentioned that they felt
surprised after seeing the guessing results (n = 31). Often this was after �nding that news sources
were more factual and less biased than they expected. Participants found di�erences between left,
center, and right-leaning articles di�cult to identify, “all of these new sources, like the information

was generally the same, like the, the actual hard facts, but the presentation was the part that was a

little bit di�erent for each of them. They were very similar.” [P16]. This caused more surprise when
the news was from far left and far right-leaning sources, such as Fox News or CNN (n = 23). For
example, a left-leaning reader re�ected that they expected Fox News to be “really conservative and

kind of nutty. And this article that I just read was actually calm and normal” [P15].
Nevertheless, participants noted several ways that they expected bias to appear. First, many

expected exaggeration, emotional appeals, or judgement in the text of the news itself (n = 11),
“I would think that there would be criticisms in there about either some of the Democrats that she

worked for or for Madeline Albright herself. And I really didn’t see anything. So I am completely

surprised” [P11]. Second, participants expected journalists to intentionally omit quotes in strategic
ways (n = 5), “I was surprised that, you know, the mention of the endorsement by President Clinton, for

example, was included. I would think that that would just be something they would leave out” [P13].
Finally, some participants expected left- or right-leaning news organizations to lie about factual
information (n = 5), and expressed surprise when they did not, “And you know, the facts were correct.

And normally Fox News, well, in my experience, they misstate the truth” [P15]. In all, participants had
sophisticated understandings of how presentation bias could emerge in news (e.g., source selection),
but were surprised when these biases were either absent or less noticeable than they expected.

In addition, a number of participants re�ected on their own biases, expectations, and knowledge,
after guessing incorrectly. Many participants remarked they had incorrect assumptions about
news sources (n = 12). For example, one participant said, “I assumed things that were objective

were automatically left-wing because I assumed things that were not objective would be right-wing”
and noted “I was wrong” [P4]. Several others mentioned that their political a�liation in�uenced
how they interpreted the news (n = 7). As one participant put it, “I kept choosing right for more

negative context in my mind” [P20], simply because she associated right-leaning with negative
things. Finally, some participants mentioned that their own bias in their typical reading behavior
left them unprepared for what to expect from cross-cutting sources. One participant described this,
“I’m more familiar with a left leaning news sources than right ones. So select Breitbart, for example, I

really don’t read it all. ” [P13]. This meant that, despite our e�orts to prioritize the most frequently
visited news organizations, some participants were unfamiliar with them and weren’t sure what it
would mean to guess that organization.

5.2 Reflecting on selective exposure

5.2.1 Current selective exposure. Over the course of the interviews, participants re�ected at length
about selective exposure. Many participants noted that their current practices around news reading
are in�uenced by selective exposure. Many participants said they currently read sources that are
aligned with their political a�liation (n = 14) or avoid reading opposing sources (n = 14). For
example, one participant noted that “most of the news I read is all right-leaning just because that’s

what I agree with” [P5]. Only four participants reported currently reading diverse sources, though
13 participants said they avoid extreme sources and stick with center-leaning sources, as with one
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participant who said, “I do think of myself as moderate [and] I try to read things that are primarily

fact-based” [P6].
Participants describe themselves as avoiding cross-cutting content for a number of reasons.

The three most common are that they believe the information included is inaccurate (n = 8),
misrepresentations are strategic to further the goals of the news organization (n = 10), and the
disagreements over facts and framing make the reader so angry they cannot continue to read it (n
= 8). As one participant described this, “I become very angry because a lot of it is incomprehensibly

stupid. To the point that they’re using obvious logical fallacies. And it causes me deep anger to know

that there are people who actually believe lies and it, and it, it, it, it saddens me and angers me” [P3].
Nevertheless, many participants saw the value of reading diverse news sources, Most notably,

19 participants mentioned that reading diverse news sources helps obtain a broader perspective
on issues, and 10 of them speci�cally noted understanding the viewpoint of the other side. Other
values include understanding the facts and getting more accurate information (n = 8) and even
reducing their own biases (n = 3). For example, one participant said that this should inform your
own ideas as they develop: “I think it’s important to get information and ideas from people who don’t

already completely agree with you at least a little bit. Otherwise I think that can lead to badly formed

political ideas” [P13]. And another noted it can help build empathy and community, “if you can see

where someone else is coming from and their point of view and understand [what] their concerns are

or what they are scared of [...] having an understanding of someone else is never a bad thing. ” [P33].
So despite the challenges it creates, particularly around misinformation and personal frustration,
participants saw the importance of exposing themselves to cross-cutting news sources.

5.2.2 E�ects of NewsGuesser on selective exposure. As described in Section 5.1.2, we found that
readers used their expectations to guess the sources, but the guessing results revealed amisalignment
between users’ expectations of di�erent news sources and reality. Many readers, when they were
surprised by the results, re�ected on their expectations of and biases towards certain news sources (n
= 19). For example, one participant re�ected that “some of these results de�nitely surprised me, which

tells me that, you know, some of those biases that I have may not be correct. You know, maybe Fox’s

not that extreme” [P10]. Another described their surprise after the source was revealed, “I did not
realize that it was Fox News because it didn’t feel as blatantly in your face extremist as I expect them

to be” [P9]. Faced with their (often inaccurate) guessing results, many participants re�ected on
their own biases (n = 30). One participant mulled on this at length:

When I am reading the news and I see those di�erent sites, there are times where I won’t

click on... If I was reading a headline and it had one of the other options as being from

Fox News, I wouldn’t read that one because I feel like it would lead to the right. And I

personally would prefer to read neutral news articles. So I would skip that Fox News. But

after doing this experiment, it kind of makes me feel like maybe I am unfairly biasing

myself like that. Maybe I should read Fox News more [...] maybe I’m just biased [P6].

Or as another put it, more succinctly, “I like to learn new things. I may check out NPR and the

Breitbart” [P14]. Overall, participants shared that the guessing forced them to consider where they
sought their news and why, “Guessing has kind of opened my eyes a little bit, I guess about maybe

not being quite so sure of what I’m reading” [P11].
However, not all participants were as open to changing their perspectives. Several questioned

the accuracy of NewsGuesser’s labeling (n = 5), for example, “BBC news is [listed as] neutral and

it’s kind of ridiculous” [P25] or “I don’t agree that NPR is center, I don’t trust any of these” [P30].
This indicates that while curiosity and guessing may encourage some to re�ect on and potentially
reduce their selective exposure, it requires trust in the system and its labels.
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5.3 Experience of NewsGuesser

At the end of the interview, most participants (n = 27) said they would be interested in at least
occasional use of the tool in the future, while eight had a variety of reasons for preferring not to. In
the interviews, participants also provided feedback about their likes and dislikes for our system.
The most common reason for liking it was enjoying guessing and �nding out the answers (n = 16),
as one participant said, “the fun aspect of like the fact that I did get a feedback at the end, so sort

of made it fun, like spotting something” [P7]. An equal number of participants said that they like
getting useful information and evaluation from NewsGuesser (n = 7). Some participants liked the
visualization that showed comparison (n = 5), “I love the analysis at the end, because it shows you, do
you have potential biases? [P26]. Another popular reason was that they can get a range of news (n
= 5), which is not only “a variety of di�erent sources to look at” [P24] but also gave them a chance
to compare. As a participant put it “especially on the third one, you have a slightly better ideas as

you’ve seen the other two and know where they are, then you can compare it to the last two” [P1].
When reporting what they disliked, several participants mentioned that they got frustrated

when they guessed incorrectly (n = 6). Guessing source leaning is very challenging. Participants
felt especially frustrated if they failed many times or felt their beliefs were strongly challenged.
One participant described this experience, “when I was just so con�dent that it was one or the other

and it wasn’t, I was like, what is going on?” [P20]. The other major reason participants disliked
NewsGuesser arose from the design decision to present three articles on the same topic. Participants
reported that there is duplicated information (n = 2) and no summary or comparison between
articles (n = 2). And for some participants, reading closely related content led to boredom.

We also collected recommendations from the participants. Two participants were actually skepti-
cal that the answer we showed was correct – or that the bias of a news source maps to all the articles
it publishes. As one participant put it, “I get the bias of the news source, but the individual story where
in the individual story, does it show a bias?” [P29]. This gap may also contribute to the di�culty of
the game. Similarly related to the correct answer after each guess, another participant suggested
that an explanation could be provided for each answer, and what about the article suggests that
partisan leaning. Participants also mentioned that they would like to compare di�erent news
sources’ viewpoints on the same topic to better understand issues. For example, one participant
mentioned that “It’s awesome to have a left, center, and right view of the same topic. For instance, to

know what’s going on over in the Ukraine right now, I would like to know what the left says about it,

what the right says about it and then what the neutral says” [P17].
Participants suggested potential uses of this tool. One potential application is to support digital

and media literacy education. Media literacy education intends to promote awareness of media
in�uence, foster critical thinking skills and create an active stance on consuming media including
online news [63]. This guessing game can potentially be used as an educational game for students
to compare diverse news sources’ stances. One participant mentioned that “I would really like to
use it with my students to help them see the power of words. And I think it would be good for lots of

people to just see like perceptions of things and the power of phrasing of words and stu� ” [P35]. By
reading news without sources on our app and guessing sources along the way, students might have
a deeper understanding of news sources’ stances and the functions of news media in society.
This guessing application can also be used for self-evaluation. In our interview, participants

mentioned that they would like to reuse this tool periodically to evaluate their personal biases
or use this tool when there are major news events. One mentioned that he would like to use this
tool when he feels unsure about issues, “the best thing about this is that I would use this to �nd out
more about myself. Like let’s say there was an election coming up and I really wanted to know how

I felt about the issues...I probably would put articles through here” [P36]. Similar tools could also
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be incorporated into news reading platforms, like Ground News or AllSides, which already help
readers consider media bias. Readers could play this game to test their personal biases periodically.

5.4 Summary

Our study designed a new application to trigger readers’ curiosity while reading news articles
and raise their awareness of selective exposure by asking readers to guess the leaning of news
sources. To answer the research question, we invited 40 participants from di�erent political groups
to use our application and conduct interviews as user evaluation. In the user interviews, we found
that users were generally aware of the phenomenon of selective exposure and had reasons for
avoiding reading from cross-cutting sources, such as triggering negative emotions. But we found
that the guessing together with the visualizations helped readers to re�ect on their personal biases
and selective exposure. Some readers were surprised by how far their expectations of some news
sources were from reality. Finding ways to surface the misalignment provides an e�cient way
to prompt readers to self-re�ect on their news selection behaviors. Readers said that this process
revealed and led them to rethink their biases towards some news sources and some stated that the
experience opened their eyes to more diverse news sources.

6 DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS

Research communities have made huge e�orts to reduce news reader’s selective exposure [17, 18,
24, 25, 28, 38, 39, 46, 55, 59, 79]. These e�orts have used a variety of di�erent approaches, including
ones that attempt to engage users with opposing points of view [39]. In our study, we use curiosity
and surprise to increase readers’ awareness of selective exposure and willingness to engage with
cross-cutting content, revealing their potential for the design of news reading applications.

6.1 Targeting The Right Di�iculty Level

Our work revealed the potential for leveraging curiosity to reduce selective exposure, but par-
ticipants found the guessing process hard. Particularly when they repeatedly guess incorrectly,
frustration is common. Research in a�ective computing and learning science has found that this
kind of frustration has the opposite e�ect of curiosity, where students have lower motivation, more
negative emotional states and fewer learning gains [31, 70]. An ideal system should set the di�culty
at the right level, where participants feel challenged enough but not too much, to trigger their
intrinsic motivation [2, 3]. Prior work that has attempted to use gami�cation to train users on the
risks of echo chambers faced similar challenges in establishing the right level of di�culty [34].
While our guessing mechanism is straightforward (simply presenting the news itself), we highlight
several adaptations suggested by our �ndings that might make the guessing easier or more di�cult.

6.1.1 Short, direct comparisons. NewsGuesser provided a seesaw visualization that showed the
overall discrepancy between their guessing results and the actual news source leaning. Participants
reported that visualizing that di�erence helped them better compare the news they read and
prompted re�ection. But they also expressed interest in direct comparisons between the news
content. For example, instead of showing one news article at a time, tools could show similar
snippets from left, center and right leaning at the same time. By reducing the overall cognitive
demand (comparing only these shortened news snippets), readers might perceive the task as easier.

6.1.2 Annotations and hints. Alternatively, to make guessing easier, the application could provide
iterative hints to readers that highlight some indicators or di�erences across news articles, a strategy
that is often used in game design [60]. Researchers previously developed a tool, ConsiderIt, to
surface the most salient pros and cons during policy discussions, to help readers compare and
deliberate di�erent points [38]. News reading applications could similarly show news from di�erent
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sources with annotations of terms, sources, or facts used di�erentially. Whether they are generated
through automation or through inviting collaboration, surfacing these di�erences can help readers
engage more deeply with the news content and reasoning [5, 80].

6.1.3 Guessing about event focus, fact and opinion. In many cases, the surprise participants experi-
enced was that sources were not as biased as they expected. However, as we discuss in Section 8,
media bias can often take the form of the types of events that are covered. By matching news events,
NewsGuesser cannot expose this aspect of organizational decision making. Future systems might
invite guessing about which events are covered on the left and right instead. In addition, many
journalists worry that readers are unable to distinguish factual reporting and opinion pieces [67].
Future designs might explore guessing around these di�erences.

6.2 Designing for Occasional Use

We observed several challenges in the use of NewsGuesser: participants became frustrated when
their guessing accuracy was low and bored after reading multiple full articles on the same topic.
Finally, the guessing itself is time-consuming. Researchers recognize a variety of news consumption
practices, including snacking, scanning, and checking, that are shorter and less intensive than deeply
reading [15]. Thus, NewsGuesser may not align with readers’ news reading habits. There may
be ways to design systems that integrate guessing and exposure to di�erent leanings that do
complement people’s existing news consumption habits. Prior work has explored “pushy” systems
that can increase users’ exposure to cross-cutting content [18, 40, 55]. And our work suggests that
it may be possible to add lightweight attempts to trigger curiosity (for example, guessing in direct
snippet comparisons discussed in Section 6.1.1). Still, if new approaches are optional, they will
need to be attractive to maintain reader interest over longer time spans. Prior work has found that
adherence to even desired behavior changes can be low [51]. There are strategies for reducing
lapses, including identifying strong social support networks [51], providing rewards [81], and
tailoring the context or environment [8], but changes in behavior require considerable e�ort. While
curiosity has been shown to increase task persistence in the past [43], future work would need to
explore how to maintain long-term interest in a news consumption context.
However, these challenges suggest that using the tool to re�ect on media bias and selective

exposure may be more suitable to be used periodically instead of as people’s daily news source.
Participants suggested that they would like to occasionally use this tool to evaluate their personal
selective exposure. This might work well when people are unsure about issues or when major news
events occur (e.g. the presidential election). Users could then occasionally check-in, and use tools
like NewsGuesser to test their exposure and leaning. Similar occasional use has been a successful
approach in other �elds, like privacy decision making online, where users �nd privacy settings
useful, but only interact with them occasionally [47]. Designing interventions that do not need
to disrupt users’ everyday activities, but periodically encourage them to revisit their beliefs and
behaviors may be the most productive approach.

6.3 Balancing Surprise and Reflection

Participants often experienced surprise after the news sources results were revealed. Surprise plays
an important role in the guessing process as it can trigger participants’ interest in comparing the
di�erences between the given news and news they normally read. The feeling of surprise also
forced them to consider and re-evaluate their reading habits. The function of surprise in our study
is similar to its role in learning science – as it can prompt interest, curiosity, confusion and further
promote knowledge exploration [65, 74, 77, 78]. Surprise, contrast, and intensity are often used
to gain people’s attention online [1] (often in dark patterns), but using this to increase people’s
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awareness of selective exposure and media bias has the potential to help them be more critical
media consumers. However, surprise is not always bene�cial. Research found that happiness and
surprise, in particular, are associated with believing and sharing false news headlines [68]. This
suggests that gami�ed approaches should balance these feelings with re�ection and consideration,
to avoid users relying on their emotions for decision making rather than critical evaluation.

7 DISCUSSION

Our study observed that certain design features help readers re�ect and prompt them to engage
with more diverse content. We consider how these designs can be integrated into the many, diverse
ways that people today already consume news, such as online news reading aggregators, news
organizations and social media news feeds. For news reading aggregators, like Ground News or
AllSides, which already help readers consider media bias, they may consider using this game to
help readers test their personal biases once or periodically.
News organizations that aim to achieve a neutral or centered approach to their content could

also use these gami�cation strategies to evaluate their own articles. News organizations can invite
readers to guess the sources, headlines, or photos of their articles to observe whether signi�cant
amount of users guessed one leaning over the other. Although automated methods can also be used
to test for potential biases [30], this approach has the potential to increase reader engagement with
and loyalty to the news organizations.

Finally, this gami�ed approach can be leveraged on social media platforms. When readers obtain
news from social media, they can check news shared by friends or produced by recommender
systems. Previous research showed that people are more likely to click on news that is ideologically
consistent with their own opinions and choose to consumemore news shared by like-minded people
in their social network [4]. To bring up more opportunities to expose to opposing viewpoints and
prevent polarized news sharing, social news feeds can adopt our guessing approach, which could
provide users an option to hide the news source while sharing news and ask others to guess [52].
This could help reduce the likelihood that readers pick news only based on news sources or based
on their friends’ ideology. Further, it could provide the opportunity for readers to share their results
with friends on the social platform, motivating others to engage in the game or even read more
diverse types of news. Social news feeds can also incorporate visualization interfaces like those we
developed. For example, after collecting users’ data over time, they could measure their selective
exposure and use our seesaw visualization to reveal to users their personal biases, similar to the
browser extension Balancer [54]. After understanding their personal selective exposure, readers
might even use the results to customize their news feed. We anticipate a wide variety of ways to
incorporate curiosity, guessing, and surprise into existing systems to encourage users to re�ect on
and reduce their selective exposure.
In doing so, it will be important to continue to study their e�ects, ideally with longitudinal

studies that are able to investigate whether these systems result in any long-term behavioral or
attitudinal changes. For example, systems that are instrumented to track engagement (reading
time, guessing activity, annotation, or sharing), could look for changes as people either continue to
use, or periodically check in about their selective exposure. However, as our work highlighted the
bene�ts of re�ection as part of this exposure, researchers might also consider diary studies or other
recordings of self-re�ections as participants use these tools over time.

8 LIMITATIONS

There is a long-standing interest in selection bias and coverage bias in the news media, which
in�uence which stories are selected and how much attention is given to a story, respectively [16].
Since the system design of NewsGuesser required that news events be covered by left-, center-,
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and right-leaning news sources, this leads to an inability to reveal selection or coverage bias and is
a limitation of this work. In addition, because this study involved only a single experience with
NewsGuesser, we could measure neither actual changes in behavior nor the durability of any e�ects
on changed perceptions. Future work could address both of these limitations.

9 CONCLUSION

We designed a news reading system called NewsGuesser, which invites readers to guess a news
source’s partisan lean as they read. We evaluate the system with an interview with 40 participants.
The systemwas able to guide many participants to re�ect on their own biases and selective exposure.
And several participants even reported updating their impression of speci�c news organizations
and expressed an interest in engaging with more diverse news. This e�ort showed the potential of
curiosity in news reading systems to help combat selective exposure.
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